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One Year Down 

Artists Reflect on the First Year of the Trump Administration 
 

The “One Year Down” Exhibition seeks to follow in the history of art activism, not 

through propaganda or inflammatory cheap shots, but through a mature visual dialog 

and critique of the current political state. The call for entries was open to artists on 

both sides of the political aisle. In a red state like Arkansas, it was important to give a 

platform to all voices in order to acknowledge a diversity of thought in our state that 

may not show up in overarching statistics. It was also important to approach this show 

in a bipartisan manner so that people from all positions were able to participate.  

There are forty-four works included in the exhibition which discuss a range of issues 

including immigration, war and the volatility of our current foreign relations, climate 

concerns, race in America, the status of women and the #metoo movement, the death 

penalty, and other pressing trends.  

In this time of exceptional partisanship, the hope for this exhibition is that it will not 

cause further tribalism, but through its inclusion of diverse viewpoints and issues, that 

the exhibition will encourage discussion and reflection. The works in the show are 

meant to be active participants in contemporary culture, pushing conversations 

forward, and fostering positive social change. 

 

Curator, Rachel Trusty 
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Ren Adams, Lovely Florida Coast II, 2017, View-Master and Reel (Experimental Photography), 

$45 for Reel and Viewer as a Set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ren Adams, Lovely Mohave II, 2017, View-Master and Reel (Experimental Photography), $45 for Reel 

and Viewer as a Set 



Ren Adams  

As our living world collapses into infirmity, dying slowly, dying suddenly—we are 

surrounded by a seemingly endless cycle of loss most are powerless to mourn. In our 

paralysis, we turn to media for escape—but that route is haunted. Pervasive media, 

like television, is an accidental eyewitness, a record of our imprint on the planet. It’s a 

virtual database of environments ‘caught’ tangentially on tape; an ‘archive’ of our 

former (changing) landscape exists within the very media we use for avoidance. 

 

Yet, the environment is rarely the subject of TV programming. The land is transient, 

offhandedly preserved—relegated to the background of a consumable program, itself 

destined for obscurity. Thus excavating the environment from the backdrop of Cold 

War television reinforces both the fleeting, secondary representation of landscape, and 

the notion of environment as ‘accessory’ to human story. This ‘accessorizing’ is part 

of our misery. 

 

In this Twilight Sleep is a series of linked, looping View-Master and video ‘episodes’ 

that capture this fading fingerprint, as if recalling the image in perpetuity can 

somehow mourn and undo human-induced calamity. Using experimental photography 

and glitch to suggest the partially preserved and the mostly lost, I emphasize the 

distance between actual loss and our inability to process (or avoid) it. The Lovely… 

View-Masters themselves serve as memento mori. Suggesting old View-Master reels 

of postcard locations, my reels are souvenirs of a lost landscape; ruin and absence the 

only remaining commodity.  Together, they are lamentations; a virtual tourism of a 

seemingly unstoppable end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Akau Anyieth 

Born a criminal 
 

I try to be a good man, 

An honest man, 

A hardworking man. 

Such is difficult when you were a criminal since birth. 

Crime?.... Being born of two parents from the Republic of Sudan.  

My passport identified me as sinister 

That little green booklet sealed my fate.  

Upon seeing the writing ‘Republic of Sudan’ at the airport, 

even the kindest stewardess’ face would wring up with disgust, fear, and hate. 

I would always miss every flight connection.  

At every stop I had an escort 

Generally a large well dressed bumbling fellow. 

One whose labored breathing told me that they were not best suited to watch me had I 

malicious intent. 

Once in America that passport turned into useless paper 

My country had a regime change in the government, 

The Republic of Sudan, was no more. 

I thought this may have removed my shackles but it tightened them, and laced them to 

a chain around my neck. 

I was a former, yet non, Sudanese, with no American citizenship. 

Yet treated like a Muslim extremist. 

Set to be deported to a country that I no longer know or have documents for. 

But they have to watch me. 

It makes sense, 

I've been a criminal since birth. 

Born of two parents from the Republic of Sudan. A country devastated by civil war. 

That's why learned to put on a gas mask at age six to survive Saddam's gas attacks 

during the Gulf War. 

That's why at age twelve I was in the Khobar Towers during the attack. 

During the bombing that killed many, 

That had a sonic boom that shattered windows and stained glass for miles. 

And that's why England and America treat me like a North African male with a 

Degree in Chemistry. 

They must! For I was born a criminal. 

A fate beyond my ability to change. 

 

 



Jaquita Ball 

Jaquita Ball, Disintegration of Reality, 2017, Acrylic on Cradled Masonite, $400 

 

2017 became of a year of distorted realities. Not being shy in admitting I’m a true 

blue Democrat, I still attempt to accept the choice of the people. Not this year. So 

wrong. So many rights trampled upon. So many convoluted lies and childish rantings. 

And so many of my fellow Americans believing and not fearing the actions of a man 

tanned so unnaturally he resembles a Cheeto Puff. Thus, my vision of this past year is 

that of our beloved America, swallowed whole in a Cheeto bag, slowly disintegrating 

upon itself, from human rights to environmental issues. Reality has become myth, 

myth has become truth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



H. Kirk Beckham 

H. Kirk Beckham, Looking to the Shouting Grounds, 2017, Charcoal, Conte Crayon, Gesso, and Pastel, NFS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



H. Kirk Beckham 

Looking to the Shouting Grounds is a mixed media self-portrait in a series of pieces in 

which H. Kirk Beckham has surrealistically replaced her arms with paint brushes 

wrapped in ribbons.  She also gave herself two spirit-tattoos: one is a dove that represents 

the peace she wishes for, is a nod to Picasso's dove, and Genesis 8: 11 and the second is a 

rose that represents her rising up after a near death experience, her personal growth post-

divorce-with the help of two near-to-her-heart male friends whose names are hidden in 

the work, and above all her faith.  It is loosely based on a song by Crowder, about a 

prodigal rising from a grave; and, it is about moving through a personal desert of grief 

and picking herself back up again as a woman and as an artist, about looking to the 

Shouting Grounds and God while not having lost hope in the valley as she looks to the 

plateaus and mountains toward God. 

 

Beckham's recent work is about boundaries: between life and death; between highs and 

lows of life; and, between people who walk away from us and those who walk into our 

lives making them better as have her Mexican friends, two of whom are mentioned 

above.  In working on "Looking to the Shouting Grounds," Beckham recalled her 

exasperation with Trump's divisive language regarding those who are disabled, 

Mexicans, and women.  It irritates her that the Trump administration is pushing to spend 

$18 million dollars over ten years toward a boundary wall because she remembers 

President Reagan saying, "Mr. Gorbachov, tear down that wall," in reference to the Berlin 

Wall.  We are a nation of people who have come into it both legally and illegally in order 

to move beyond circumstances hoping to survive and to make a better life for their 

families and themselves.  Sometimes we cannot find records of our European ancestors 

who snuck into the country in order to find sanctuary and build a life based on hope and 

belief in, 'Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free.' 

 

Beckham, a native Arkansan, once lived and taught in southern New Mexico fifty miles 

north of both El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, where her students were 

primarily a blend of Mexican-Americans, Mexican immigrants, and Native 

Americans.  She currently teaches in a school that has a high population of Latino 

students.  It has been her experience that in both of those instructional settings that the 

portion of her students who are of Latino descent are not only more respectful individuals 

but also have high work ethics.  Beckham said, "Who are we to build walls that denigrate 

humanity and drive apart people for cultural differences, for ability biases, or for gender 

biases when we should be looking to what Native Americans call 'the shouting grounds' 

or our face-to-face experiences with God and working to bring people together by 

appreciating differences and picking people up out of 'graves' not putting more dirt on 

them?" 



Don Byrum 

 

Don Byrum, #metoo, 2017, Photography on Gallery Wrapped Canvas, $125 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Don Byrum 

Raised in a string of small Southern towns, Don is the child of a circuit-riding 

preacher and a nature and book loving Mother. His artistic eye and feeling for the 

moment are a tribute to the endless human stories he grew up seeing, hearing and 

living alongside these sensitive role models. His love affair of creating with the 

camera began in college and, while interrupted by a couple of careers, has now been 

back in full force for over 20 years. The closest he has to a physical location he calls 

home is Conway, Arkansas, which he has now returned to after 16 other stops in 

between. 

“A good story, like good art, engulfs the reader and makes them feel. Through the 

combination of composition, color, and light, endless stories can be told that, 

hopefully, will make the viewer simply feel. My goal is to turn each photo into story 

the viewer can read and feel.” 

Don uses the camera lens to expose and embrace the beauty and rhythmic patterns 

often overlooked in the daily rush of life. With the raw image composition as the plot, 

he fleshes out the storyline with color, texture and tone to highlight the emotional 

qualities he senses in the image. He always prints on canvas for its physical depth, and 

a giclee matte finish enhances this effect. His images are archival and don’t require 

glass, so hanging them in well-lit areas is ideal, dramatic, and free of glare. 

Vintage/antique and repurposed frames are a hallmark of his work. Don owned a 

custom frame shop for eight years and is a firm believer of matching the character of a 

one of a kind frame with the essence of each image. Many times he will discover the 

frame first at a vintage or thrift store, then spend considerable time making sure he has 

the perfect image for the frame. The end result is each piece having an exclusive 

feeling and telling its own unique story for the viewer. 

Don embraces the Georgia O’Keeffe quote: “I have found I could say things with 

color and shapes that I couldn’t say any other way-things I had no words for. 

 

 

 

 

 



Ana Sofia Camargo 

 
Ana Sofia Camargo, Calladita Se Ve Más Bonita, 2017,  

Porcelain, Cone 6 Glazes, Latex Paint, Mirrors, $500 

 

 

 

 

 



Ana Sofia Camargo 

 

DETAIL: Ana Sofia Camargo, Calladita Se Ve Más Bonita 

Born and raised in Panama City, Panama, I often try to bring my personal experiences 

as a latin-american woman, into my observations of media and popular culture in the 

United States, where I have been living since 2015. Therefore, in this piece I use a 

popular Spanish idiom to describe metaphorically some of the reactions towards the 

recent increase of public accusations against sex offenders.  

The idiom: “calladita se ve más bonita,” (quiet you look prettier), is a phrase usually 

said in a passive aggressive tone usually from a figure of higher authority to one of 

lesser status when talking out of place. It is also most commonly heard in domestic 

environments. This installation consists of conglomerates of mouths among mirrors 

against a pink background. The shades of red for the lips to emphasize the idea of 

beauty in our contemporary popular culture. Similarly, the mirrors stress even further 

the connotations of vanity in the idiom that gives the piece its title. Moreover, the pink 

circle emphasizes how the linguistic context of the artwork is a representation of Lynn 

Peril’s concept “pink think.” Peril’s concept describes “a set of ideas and attitudes 

about what constitutes proper female behavior.” Therefore, relating to my concept: 

pinkhood, which describes the female gender associations to the color pink.  

By making a parallelism between lack of expression and beauty, I re-interpret the 

idiom as a depiction of the expected submission of the female gender.  

#metoo 

 



David Carpenter 

 

 

David Carpenter, Film Stills from  Third Law, 2017, Digital Production, NFS 

 



David Carpenter 

Personal reflection has been the driving force in my most recent artwork. With Third 

Law, I started with a firsthand look at how I had handled the past year. I often felt as if 

I could only take short breaths and had to endure a constant onslaught of anxiety. 

Knowing there is a consequence for this behavior, I was led to the question of, what 

was the price of my actions? With Third Law, I repeatedly hold my breath for as long 

as I can. As I continue to do this, my body and determination start to deteriorate. I do 

this to illustrate that our actions have consequences. I wanted to look at action and 

reaction, not in a liner pattern, but side by side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bryan Borland 

I F  Y O U  C A N  H E A R  T H I S 

Previously Published in If  you can Hear This: Poems in Protest of an American 

Inauguration, January 2017 

 

If you can hear this 

 

 you are the resistance 

 you are the underground 

 

there is static in the air 

the connection isn’t stable 

there is talk       no longer rumor 

of iron walls and white curtains 

 

but if you can hear this 

 

 you are the resistance 

 

get the books you love 

you’ll need them more than ever 

harden your right to memory 

you’ll need that too 

steel your body for the poison 

and the antidote 

if not bread and water 

we must talk in the languages 

of poetry and survival 

 

if you can hear this 

 you understand 

we now must decide what to fight 

to protect first 

who to hold closest 

who to hide 

 

whether to leave the art hanging 

in the living room 

or to bury it for preservation 



Matthew Castellano 

 

Matthew Castellano, Winter in America, 2017, Watercolor, Acrylic Ink on 100% Cotton Paper, $225 

 

Personifying my feelings about humanity. Exploring the idea of man versus 

civilization in both existence and conflict, struggles, triumphs, realistically and 

abstractly. Using minimalistic style as a means to make a chaotic world open up with 

simplicity. Using a variety of media in order to explore all aspects of the human 

experience. 



Carmen Castorena 

 

Carmen Castorena, One Too Many (Uno Es Demasidado), 2016, Mixed Media, NFS 

 

One Too Many 

 

The Mexican and American border is one of the most controversial political topics of 

the century. The plan to build a wall has raised concerns for thousands of immigrants 

inspiring this piece titled "One Too Many." This miniature installation uses the game 

of Monopoly, illustrating the economic struggle of living the American Dream. A 

colonial style home sits on top of the perfect lawn, but is flawed by the 

deconstruction. The house is surrounded by porcelain cacti -some seeking shelter 

outside of the home, while others sneak thru the white picket fence. The cacti inhabit 

the inside the home where they are served on plates, raising the question: who are the 

home owners?  

 



Carmen Castorena 

 
 

Carmen Castorena, Oh, Darling the Cacti are Sprouting Again, 2016, Mixed Media, $500 

 

Oh Darling, The Cacti Are Sprouting Again! 

 

We are the ugly that sneak into your lawn.  

Competing for nutrients and invading your space.  

We are a threat to the survival of your own. 

You will not run us out of your perfectly kept lawn.  

We will continue to sprout from the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Susan Chambers 

 

 
Susan Chambers, Soliphilia, 2017, Acrylic on Paper, $1500 

 

Soliphia is " the love of and responsibility for a place, bioregion, planet and the unity 

of interrelated interests within it.(Glenn Albrecht)" 

 

Our mental health is tied to our connection with the earth. With the constant chaos and 

corruption of our political leadership, 

 

I have found my connection to my garden and my art helps me to survive. 



Bud Kenny 

 

WHEN THE KING SPEAKS 

 
The King has declared hence forth when speaking of our health 

we must change our vocabulary. “Vulnerable” no longer are we. 

And from now on say not “fetus”, or “trans-gender” 

nor must one make the slur “science based.” 

And because the King knows what’s good for us, 

no longer do we have need for scientists. 

 

“The earth is not getting warmer,” professed the King. 

“Just look how cold it is today. Global warming 

“is a hoax made up by the Chinese 

“to bring our nation to its knees 

“and keep our economy at bay. 

“We shall return to burning more coal! 

“And now that I am in control, 

“I’ll tell the scientists what 

“they can and cannot say.” 

 

You may ask“In the land of the free, 

“How can anyone tell another 

“not to speak freely? 

“Especially when that someone 

“who–without a doubt–knows 

“what they’re talking about 

“from having gone to college 

“and got the knowledge upon 

“which to base their opinions on– 

“how can that be?” 

 

It’s really quite simple you silly fool. 

The King himself also went to school. 

He graduated the electoral college 

which he did with only the knowledge 

of how to talk big dollars 

but not good sense. 

 

So when the King speaks it’s always 

with a pretense that will make his purse fatter. 

While that may not matter to some, I for one 

care not to leave my life, or world, to the whim 

of some rich asshole’s flatulence. 

For me it always stinks when the King speaks. 

 



Bud Kenny 

RUMP ON THE STUMP 

Once there was a banty rooster named Ronald Rump 

who spent his days crowing from a rotten stump. 

His was not a simple cock-a-doodle-do. 

He crowed, “I’m gonna tell you what to do. 

“Listen to me my barnyard friend, 

“and we’ll make this yard great again.” 

 

He tweeted, “As for you disgusting swine, 

“with your grunting and wallowing all the time, 

“this barnyard would be decent digs 

“if we didn’t have you nasty pigs. 

“Things would be better, without a doubt, 

“if we rounded you up and moved you out!” 

 

Then he crowed at the banty hens from his stump, 

“You girls ain’t been nice to your man Rump. 

“You’re not responding as you should to my calling, 

“and honestly girls, your looks are appalling. 

“And I’ve got to say if you don’t quit bitchin’ 

“you could find yourselves in a pot in the kitchen.” 

 

The other banty roosters crowed and flapped their wings 

for they were thrilled to hear someone say these things 

Like when Rump told the old gray mule, 

“Listen to me you senile, left-leaning fool. 

“These days with tractors you are worthless, 

“and feeding you just cheats the rest of us.” 

 

“And to protect us from a hostile barnyard invasion, 

“I’m banning all chickens of a different persuasion. 

“You Rode Island Reds, Leghorns, and Wyandotte 

“I’m suspicious of the intentions you’ve got.” 

From his stump proclaimed the banty chanticleer, 

“So you all are now banned from coming in here!” 

 

 

 



RUMP ON THE STUMP Continued 

Then he tweeted to the farmer, “This makes no sense, 

“trying to protect this barnyard with that old fence. 

“Really, I think you’ve got a whole lot of gall. 

“Sam, you need to build us a wall 

“to keep out the Foxes both night and day. 

“And if you can’t afford it we’ll make them pay.” 

 

On his rotten stump Rump strutted a bit. 

Then he crowed, “That should just about do it! 

“With these changes this place will be great again! 

“If you’re with me let me hear from you my friend.” 

That yard sprang to life with much flapping and crowing. 

The strutting little banties were making quite a showing! 

 

The farmer and his other animals were all in shock 

that so many banties were mixed in with the stock. 

But what troubled Sam most was that he had been wrong. 

He’d thought the animals were finally getting along. 

While Rump riled other critters, to the farmer it was clear 

that a Fox in the barnyard was not the worst thing he had to fear. 

 

 

 
“Ronald Rump” by Michael Arnold 



Coco Cohen 

 

 
 

Coco Cohen, MINDBLOWN, 2016-2017, Ceramic, $85 



Kai Coggin 

⌘ Walls in Midair  

Previously published in Hidden Lights: A Collection of Truths Not Often Told Anthology  

 

In midair 

the world changes 

the borders close doors 

the ports of entry bolt shut 

for bodies 

of specific brown 

of particular religion 

those who pray to Allah 

those who pray to flee bombs 

blowing up their children 

those who’s babies wash up  

face down on distant shores 

after flee by sea  

becomes watery grave 

home  

is a word  

that has lost all meaning 

and  

america (first) 

is  

no longer  

land of the free 

home of the brave 

a tyrant 

sits in his dark throne 

his maniacal pen-strokes 

rob dignity 

pilage dreams 

rape progress  

lady liberty cries patina tears  

a river rolls down her thin copper dress 

pools over the words 

Give me your tired, your poor,  

your huddled masses yearning to breathe free 

while  

in  

midair 

a wall is built 

that will never keep us safe 

 

 



Kai Coggin 

⌘ When Everything is About to Burn  

Previously publish by Bottlecap Press 

 

I don't know  

if I should write this  

on a computer  

typed into the void 

who will find it  

in all of the rubble  

who will take  

the time  

to open  

this  

document 

when the skies  

have fallen over head 

when everything 

is burning 

will a poem last 

longer bound in paper 

or screamed into the wind 

and who will hear it 

when we are all fire and oblivion 

 

today 

the white warmongers 

dropped a bomb they call “mother” 

the largest bomb ever used in combat 

a bomb to outblast all bombs 

a bomb on the cusp of nuclear 

that would incinerate  

the flesh of men rupture  

the underground  

topography of the earth 

a bomb that will surely signal  

the beginning 

of an end we knew would come 

 

today  

colonialism  

waved its bomb-shaped flag  

pointed it into the brink of the final war 

the white warmongers 

released the “mother of all bombs” 

because their real mothers never taught them  

about life and consequences 



 
When Everything is About to Burn Continued 

 

about actions that can’t be taken back 

the republican party of little boys 

with shiny penis-extending globe-destroying toys 

must not comprehend the repercussions  

of their concussive percussions into the mouths of caves 

and he must have the biggest mushroom (cloud) tip ping 

the world’s axis to apocalypse 

he’s 

laughing  

with chocolate cake stuck to his lips 

the sugary teeth he lies through 

and he doesn’t even know  

which country he is bombing  

today 

because isis is is is is anyone, everyone,  

who is the same color  

as OIL. 

 

mother. 

someone with a mother was decimated today 

fucker. 

 

there was something eerie  

about how the clouds looked this morning 

even here  

she felt the dust tinged air heavy heart 

we looked up at a fallout sky 

without knowing  

the 22,000 pounds of explosives  

had torn a crater into the face of a brown country  

the shock waves flying full circle 

but this is the opposite of infinity 

the particles of fear 

penetrating  

into out lungs 

into our lives 

creating new divisions in our cells 

 

you think you are safe 

would you know the antichrist if you saw him? 

 

I don’t know  

if I should write this 

when everything is about to burn 

 



Larry Crane 

 

Larry Crane, Liberty Wept, 2017, Acrylic on Stretched Canvas, $1000 

 

Liberty Wept 

2017 was a traumatic year for me. When the artists of Indefense created the naked 

statue of Donald Trump during the campaign, I thought his chances of being elected 

President were over… that the people of America would see the statues and, 

remembering “The Emperor’s Clothes”, recognize that he was totally unfit to be 

President. After the election, in addition to building a physical wall, one of his first 

calls for action was for a total prohibition against accepting refugees from a number of 

countries… particularly Muslims… without regard to the merits of the individuals’ 

pleas for asylum. Metaphorically, I believe that “Liberty Wept”… and still does. 



Larry Crane 

 

Larry Crane, Amerika, 2017, Acrylic on Hung Canvas, $5000 

Amerika 

In 1979, I saw Picasso’s “Guernica” painting in museum in New York about a week 

before Picasso permanently sent it back to Spain following the death of Spanish 

Dictator Franco. 

In the fall of 2017, my granddaughter, Madison, and I went to Portugal and Spain and 

walked a Camino pilgrimage to Santiago. Returning to Seville, we had a 9-hour lay-

over in Madrid. My granddaughter, knowing my interest in art, suggested we go to a 

museum in Madrid. We traveled to the downtown area and came to a museum. There, 

inside, hanging on the wall was the magnificent “Guernica”… I was stunned… It 

spoke, yelled, screamed to me that what we were hearing, seeing, experiencing in the 

United States, with Pussy Grabbing, fake news, Rocket Man, false prophets, and self-

dealing corporations, media and politicians was, without doubt, disturbingly similar to 

what Picasso saw in Spain when the Fascists took over… and painted in “Guernica”… 

then taking the art away until the dictator finally died, setting Spain free. 

On my return to the United States, “Guernica” haunted me… visited my dreams… 

spoke to me in the night and during the day. “Amerika” is my own reflection of 

“Guernica’s” message. Some may find it offensive… I believe it speaks truth… and I 

weep… and I paint. 



Norwood Creech 

 

Norwood Creech, Road through the Fields (Beans and Cotton) – Blue Metallic Ground (From the Gild the 

Delta Series), 2017, Charcoal and Gesso on Linen, NFS 

 

Norwood Creech, View under the Pivot (on Copper Ground), Poinsett County, Arkansas (Painted on 

Location, from the Gild the Delta Series), 2017, Charcoal and Oil on Metallic Ground on Linen, $1250 



Norwood Creech 

The series, #GildTheDelta relates to how one may express their love and adoration.   

 

A gold ring seals your said marriage. Love those grandbaby shoes, but don’t know 

how to preserve them? Have them dipped in silver or bronze. 

 

Using gold, displayed when expressing an exalted love, a great love, seemed a natural 

inclusion in my work, my paintings, drawings, and prints, in my interpretations of the 

flat, row crop landscape, of Arkansas’ Delta.  

 

Taking this theory, I worked towards a series of delta landscapes that incorporate 

gold, and the effects of metals, as in gilding.  

 

While creating the metallic series #GildTheDelta, our administration changed, and 

with it, a change in the aesthetics came with it. Under this light, #GildTheDelta opens 

the opportunity for a conversation around the concept of gold and gilded environs as 

an expression of wealth and power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C. S. Carrier 
 

CHANT SUITE IN B MAJOR 

Fuck orange rind & orange flesh    Agent orange & the Adam of Death 

Fuck orange fallout & orange clouds    Orange tidal swells drowning the owls 

Fuck Orange Ozymandias & Midas     The hands bent open with orange basilisks 

Fuck Orange Valdemort & Lex Luthor    The orange creek & roiling lake of fire 

Hey hey ho ho    Freedom from this uranium glow 

Hey hey ho ho    Freedom from this sulfurous row 

 

Fuck irrational science & colostomy bags    The orange mucus & pus & warts & scabs 

Fuck orange blood pooling the bowels    The bloody hilts of orange masonry trowels 

Fuck orange walls & buttresses & pylons    The orange avenues & orders & traffic cones 

Fuck orange vests & orange suits with feasts    The Great Orange Hope’s elephant codpiece 

Fuck orange motherfuckers that batter    The feminine into necrotic inverted asters 

Fuck orange butchers that steal tongues    The silence that buys butchered tongues 

Fuck orange dictions & conjugated terrors    The orange sentences’ gaslighting grammar 

Hey hey ho ho    Be still the arsenic bravado 

One two three four    Freedom from the ochre bezoar 

 

Fuck the orange coxcomb & levereter    Mandrake mymmerkin & glos pautonnier 

Fuck orange demons & their fetid breath    Their mouth holes spewing pusfilled teeth 

Fuck orange demons & their gaudy wings    Fondling macho steeples with leathery limbs 

Fuck hogs glistening orange with trichinosis    The writhing supercapitalisticexpialidocious 

Fuck orange donkeys & orange hagfish    Orange sheep with fleecelike rigor mortis 

One two three four    May the rusty bolts return to ore 

Hey hey ho ho     May the steel doormats rust in snow 

 



 

 

CHANT SUITE IN B MAJOR Continued 

Fuck orange houses & orange cul-de-sacs          Where the orange blight turns yards black 

The gold plains explode like white gloves Cardboard scaffolds rise & cut the doves 

From flight & so now we plod toward death So now we plod into the dead air & writhe 

Fuck the orange muzzles of sleep & dream    Fuck the orange ligatures of marble & verse 

Fuck the pinched grins of orange hucksters    The charms & slogans spewing simulacrum 

Fuck SFX & fireworks & billowy curtains   & magic & trompe l’oeil & tasseled façades 

Orange clowns ogling shirtless strongmen    & orange clowns bumrushing the arcades 

One two three four    Toss the foul Doritos from the store 

One two three four    Who on Earth is the rotunda for 

 

Fuck Orange B & food bled orange     American cheese & duck a l’orange 

Fanta & jumpsuits & laundered cosines    The audits & augurs & sputtering turbines 

Coprolite & country clubs & polluted ravines     Fuck the orange mockery & how it sings 

Fuck orange ballcaps & bully pulpits    The alabaster twangs of heroworship 

Fuck orange dumptrucks & orange seals     The jingling jowls polyping the fruited fields 

Fuck bilges’ orange cavities & crusty valves    Hearts & hourglasses flagellating the crowds 

Hey hey ho ho    May we spill more love into the show 

Hey hey ho ho    There’s no flowering state in ego 

Hey hey ho ho    This malignant mass has got to go 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lisa Crews 

 

Lisa Crews, Cheeto Nicho, 2017, Clay, $65 

 

I make Contemporary American Folk Art. It is a privilege and I feel, an obligation to 

use my art for activism. 'Cheeto Nicho' is an expression of my current political acuity. 

 



Lisa Crews 

 

Lisa Crews, Donnie Dotard and the Dictator, Mixed Media: Clay, Fabric, Wire, Wood, and a button, $125 



Brad Cushman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brad Cushman, Creature from the Black Lagoon, 2017, Graphite, Acrylic, and Oil on Canvas, $1500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brad Cushman, Twister, 2017, Graphite, Acrylic, and Oil on Canvas, $1500 



Brad Cushman 

The paintings Creature of the Black Lagoon and Twister feature caricatures of Donald 

Trump. The paintings are inspired by Mad Magazine and political cartoons.  I often 

paint with printmaking ink.  I gesso the canvas or paper with a white mat paint.  I 

drawing the image. Then I paint in the negative spaces using a white gloss acrylic 

underpainting. Once that is dry I begin applying the ink/paint over the surface and 

wipe off the excess paint.  The paint stays in the mat area but wipes away from the 

gloss acrylic surfaces. I repeat this process severe times and the surfaces become 

toned.  Working in layers the ink applies acts like glazing with paint.   

My first paintings in college focused on the landscape.  I was encouraged to make art 

about things familiar to me. I love texture and the patterns in the landscapes 

surrounding my grandparents farm in central Illinois inspired me.  Truthfully, I never 

did possess an innate ability to draw or paint, but I had a desire to play, explore 

materials, and to tell stories. Many artists work with a very specific subject matter and 

they have a very distinct style and you can identify easily.  I work in series and I have 

a tendency to change things up from one project to the next.  Sometimes I work with 

the poetics of abstractions, and other times I gravitated to narrative works focused on 

social issues, and I still work with textures and the landscape.  Am I a poet or a 

pamphleteer? It depends on what story I am trying to tell.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stacey Cushner 

 

Stacey Cushner, Russian Teacup/ American Flag Sugar cube, 2017, Oil on Canvas, $175 

Americans and the world have been through a horribly momentous year since the 

2016 election. How could this happen? I do believe that Russian involvement played a 

pivotal role in getting Trump elected, that is terrifying – being owned by Russia, 

Putin, and his mafia- and becoming a weak country which stands for nothing at best 

and injustice and tyranny at worst. 

Millions of Americans were subjected to deceptive Russian propaganda on social 

media, ads were paid in Russian rubles. And it goes on. Trump publicly called on 

Russia to steal and disseminate Clinton’s email. I believe he and his group will be 

guilty of treason and obstruction of justice. We are a sugar cube in Russian’s teacup. 

This is America people! 

I hope that changes, I still have hope. 



Chuck Davis 

 

Chuck Davis, Hard to be Blue in Northwest Arkansas, From the Series “Nexus of NW Arkansas”, 

2017, Digital Inkjet Photography, $400 

 

 
Northwest Arkansas is decidedly Republican, although historically it was Democratic. 

Today it’s hard to be Blue. 

Obama lost by 22 points, Hillary by 26 points… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Nancy Dunaway 

 

Nancy Dunaway, Women’s Rights Brooch, 2017, Copper, Brass, and Etched Nickel, NFS 

 

I was inspired to create this brooch by the Women’s March last January 20, 2017. The 

election of such an ignorant blatantly racist, isolationist, misogynist and accused 

sexual abuser really rocked my world. Coming together with so many women and 

men to show solidarity for the rights of so many people whose rights were at risk by 

this administration gave me hope in a horribly dark time, that has over the past year 

gotten darker in so many ways. Though it is specifically about the empowerment I and 

so many others felt that day, it symbolizes to me the awakening of all people 

neglected, devalued, disrespected and ignored by those in power at present. It 

represents finding ones inner strength in times of all oppression as well as the 

collective power we all have when standing together against ignorance and evil. 



Karen Hayes 

MARGINALIZED 

 
see this person 

respect this person 

love this person 

 

you don’t get to pick 

you don’t get to choose 

 

which one 

or only some 

 

love 

 

is more pliable 

than we think 

 

do it 

 

even if it’s hard 

even if you disagree 

 

even if the person 

 

doesn’t see 

won’t respect 

can’t love 

you 

 

 

 

 

 

Previously Published in If  you can Hear This: Poems in Protest of an American 

Inauguration, January 2017 

 
 

 



Hamid Ebrahimifar 

I use political and social issues—both historical and current—as 

undertones in my work. My attraction to art grows out of my concern for humanity 

and all of its man-made divisions because of art’s ability to skin the barriers created 

by these differences. A persistent theme in my sculptures is the expression of the 

human condition using architectural elements within the human figure. I use this 

approach to create a parallel between the human form and the material world of 

buildings, cities, and the natural environment. This juxtaposition, along with my use 

of disproportionate anatomical features, allows me to express much larger, 

monumental conflicts (e.g., violence, exploitation, and destruction) and 

counterbalancing powers (e.g., creativity, spirituality, and love) within a single 

figure. In recognition of the weight of these issues, I do my best to treat all of my 

subjects with the dignity they demand and deserve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hamid Ebrahimifar 

 
Hamid Ebrahimifar, Embattled, 2017, Painted Clay with Brick Base, NFS 

Embattled 

 

This piece was inspired by the Black Lives Matter movement and the relentless 

injustice black people continue to face in our society. 

 



Tom Flynn 

“I want my work to look like what it is made out of and I try not to change the shape 

of the materials I use. I am happiest when I can take just a few items and transform 

them into something new. My inspiration often comes from the objects I find. 

Someone hands me some pickax heads and I see a pterodactyl head, two garden rakes 

become a centipede. I want you to see the daffodil first and then notice it is made out 

of shovels and post hole diggers. 

I just want to make people happy and maybe look at my artwork and see that things 

are not always what they appear to be. 

My email and website are both t-happyman because I believe that God wants us all to 

be happy. I am also aware that I cannot achieve happiness on my own, I need help. I 

find that by my proclaiming to be a happy man somehow inspires others close to me 

to be happy as well.” 

The Scream 

As a found object artist, I am happiest when I can take just a few items and transform 

them into something new and unexpected. My favorite pieces are the ones that are 

made of just a few pieces and little or no bending or cutting. Sometimes what I find 

comes with its own inspiration. 

When I found the head for this piece at a garage sale, I knew immediately what it 

would be and what I would use for the hands and was pretty sure what other pieces I 

would use to complete the sculpture. The Scream, fits my sense of doom at the 

election and the first year of the Trump presidency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tom Flynn 

 

Tom Flynn, The Scream, 2017, Found Object Metal Art, $500 



Louise Halsey 

 

Louise Halsey, Black, Blue & Bleeding, Wool, linen, beads and Wooden armature, NFS 



Louise Halsey 

My piece was created for this exhibition and in a rather interesting manner. I wove the 

dress and head/hair before leaving for Mexico to visit friends in San Miguel & our 

daughter who lives in Mexico City. 

The body externalizes a bleeding, burst apart heart, which is how I feel daily, given 

the destructive actions taken by this current WH occupant. The beads are drops of 

blood. The black and blue colors are symbolic of feeling beaten up, beaten down and 

bruised by the violations taking place: verbally, actually and in all ways. The face 

both looks threatening and feels threatened. 

The armature was made by a woodworker in San Miguel, and then painted when I got 

home. 

This has been a horrible year. I went from denial to anger to depression and on 

through the stages of grief never arriving at ACCEPTANCE, but rather choosing 

resistance. This work does not express the compassion I feel for all those whose lives 

have been totally decimated by policies instituted by this group of thugs currently 

running the nation. I hope to create work that does express compassion. 

I am very grateful to Rachel Trusty for organizing this exhibition/event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Diane Harper 

 

Diane Harper, Be Gone, Chaos, 2017, Acrylic on Canvas, $1200 

 



Diane Harper 

 

Diane Harper, Fight Flight, 2017, Pen and Ink on Paper, $385 

The rhetoric of the past year conjures images and ideas born of another time and place, 
creating mass cognitive dissonance and anxiety. I spent my childhood surrounded by 
the scars of WWII and the Cold War as a military brat and as a grandchild of the French 
Resistance. Enigmatic whimsical creatures in my ink works bring to life the scariest of 
childhood monsters in a way that allows them to be less threatening, almost becoming 
my playmates (see “Fight Flight”). I feel as though I have tapped into a collective 
unconscious, exposing underlying fears and neuroses.  

In contrast, my latest series of paintings seeks to quiet the noise created by a culture of 
fear, distrust, and incongruities. “Be Gone, Chaos” reflects my need to find quiet spaces 
from the news of the day. The white paint cloaking the bright chaotic underpainting 
soothes my nerves, while the scratched surface and underlying texture remind me that I 
am a part of this beautiful yet troubled world. 



Obed Gonzalez 

 

Obed Gonzalez, Distracted America, 2017, Digital Illustration, NFS 

The Trump Presidency has in its first year been an endless source of material for 

politically charged social media posts. From powerful appeals by celebrities to the 

more facetious "shitposting" memers, the Trump name is simply inescapable fact of 

American society expressed on the screens of our monitors. "Distracted America" is 

inspired by the pervasive and polarizing effects of social media exacerbated by 

President Trump's almost daily antics. Compositionally based on the "distracted 

boyfriend" meme, the artwork is also a self-portrait. Having gone through 

naturalization process to become a United States citizen, I am caught in an awkward 

question: is it worth being American? And even while I ask important questions such 

as this, I am roused from my thoughts by perhaps puckish meme based on President 

Trump. Like many young Americans, I am ensnared by President Trump influence 

who holds the spotlight of every issue.  

 

 

 



Vincent Griffin 

 

Vincent Griffin, Abolish, 2017, Photography, $200 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kai Coggin 

⌘ Please Be Advised 
 
“After consultation with my Generals and military experts, please be advised that the United States Government will 

not accept or allow Transgender individuals to serve in any capacity in the U.S. Military. Our military must be 
focused on decisive and overwhelming victory and cannot be burdened with the tremendous medical costs and 

disruption that transgender in the military would entail.” - Trump’s transgender tweet ban, July 26, 2017 

 

* * *  

 

Put down your guns,  

strip down  

your fatigues,  

reattach your blown off limbs,  

pour the foreign sand  

out of your active combat boots, 

unpin your purple heart 

there on your chest,  

for you are not welcome here. 

 

Though your uniform looks 

as sharp as the next  

soldier, the top brass  

on your collar shines like lonely stars, 

you must fall out of the ranks  

of so-called heroes 

for you are not welcome here.  

 

One year of being out and serving 

without any unit cohesion issues, 

no readiness faults, 

no crumbling of machismo that solidifies brotherhood, 

there have always been transgender soldiers, 

but now there is a price tag  

for heroism  

that a draft dodger civilian in chief  

doesn’t want to pay 

for you are not welcome here.  

 

The military doesn’t want 

to foot the bill for your gender-reassignment 

but will spend  

ten times those millions on Viagra 

because their erections are more important  

than your standing tall as who you really are, 

though you still fight, 

and serve, 

and salute to, 

and stand for the freedoms 

this country does not allow you, 
for you are not welcome here.  

 



Please Be Advised Continued 
 

You have likely been a  

soldier since birth,  

fighting a war  

inside you, against the body 

you were born into, 

a secret mouth,  

a tightly bound up chest, 

your clumsy/sure feet  

stealing moments in mother’s high heels,  

this idea of body parts  

and mirrors,  

and hiding,  

and tucking,  

and redefining, 

you have life experience  

in fighting an enemy closer than skin. 
 

Maybe you finally proclaimed your own victory  

and won those battles 

and fighting for something  

became your mission,  

became your calling, 

but don’t call here,  

no, not this country,  

not this broken america, 

they do not want you anymore, soldier,  

for you are not welcome here.  
 

The motto for the U.S. Army Special Forces is  

De Oppresso Liber - Liberate the oppressed… except you, transgender solider.  
 

The motto for the U.S. Marine Corps is  

Semper Fidelis - Always Faithful…  

except to you, transgender soldier.  
 

What good are words if 140 characters 

become constitution? 
 

Please be advised… 
 

Put down your guns,  

strip down  

your fatigues,  

reattach your blown off limbs,  

pour the foreign sand  

out of your active combat boots, 

unpin your purple (broken) heart 

there on your chest,  

rise up out of your flag-wrapped coffin 

where you died fighting  
in a military,  

in a country  

that says you are not welcome here. 



Lisa Kindrick 
 

 

Lisa Kindrick, State of Chaos, 2016, Collage, $200 

My collage work is created with fragments of paper and recycled imagery collected 

from my daily life and wanderings. I am especially intrigued by the seemingly random 

selection of images coming together to express my innermost emotions. The process 

of deconstructing images and then re-integrating many pieces, to create something 

completely new, is an intuitive and ongoing visual experiment. Rearranged reality, 

assembled moments, and constructed views materialize in these collages. The work 

always, sometimes inexplicably, portrays thoughts and reactions otherwise difficult to 

express. 



Dextajean 

(As a Puerto Rican mother of a deaf trans child living in rural Arkansas, I have seen 

such a rise in hate that has been fueled by the current administration. This poem was 

written at the time of the total solar eclipse on August 21, 2017) 

 

Missouri Blues 
Previously Published in the 2017 Poetry Marathon Anthology, Nov 2017. 

 

It will be 2045 before a solar eclipse comes to me 

when I am eighty-four. 

The closest place I can see it now 

is Liberty, Missouri. 

 

Five and a half hours straight north. 

 

Missouri has just been put on high travel alert 

by the NAACP and the Missouri ACLU. 

Tell me, if I follow the North Star to see the sun, 

will I be able to navigate back home to you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lisa Krannichfeld 

 

Lisa Krannichfeld Grisly Dissent, From the “GIRLS AND GUISE Series”, 2017, Chinese Ink, Watercolor, 

Acrylic, Toned Cyanotypes, Paper Collage, and Resin, $3300 

 

2017 was a year of female fury. It has touched women around the country of every 

profession, every age, and every race; and has most definitely touched me in my 

studio. Unequal pay at the office, misogyny at the White House, sexual assault and 

misconduct festering in nearly every industry, and dwindling reproductive rights in 

some states are just a few catalysts.  Much like a catastrophic natural event punctuates 

rapid adaptation and evolution in the wild, I feel this fury and it's resulting activism 

will do the same, galvanizing rapid change in how girls and women are raised, viewed 

and treated in our country." 



Lisa Krannichfeld 

 

Lisa Krannichfeld Tigress, 2017,  

Chinese Ink, Watercolor, Acrylic, Toned Cyanotypes, Paper Collage, and Resin, NFS 

 

Girls and Guise Series  

 

Throughout history, and irrefutably still to a degree today, the story of women has 

been told by men. The voice of women, the depiction of women, the desires of 

women, were and are largely controlled by a gender that has no experience or 

knowledge of what it is to be female. Our government, film and advertising industries 

have fewer women at the table to be representatives of who women are and what we 

want.  This certainly has consequences on what women even believe themselves about 

who they should be, what they should value, and how they should project themselves. 

This work aims to shift the amplifier to a woman telling a woman’s story.  Girls and 

Guise references a play on words. In this context guise references both the facade 

created by men of the female gender, and the heavy emphasis of the patterned 

clothing in the pieces. Their clothes, or guises, are infused with feral and aggressive 

animals, a symbolic rebellion against the historical domesticated depiction of 

women.  The jarring, faceless compositions represent any and all women who desire 

to define their own perspective and create their own narratives. Intentional hand 

gestures hint at conviction.     



Jessica Hylton 

 

Censor This  

An Erasure of Donald Trump’s Republican National Convention Speech that was given July 2016 

 

Friends, 

 

we    will 

 threaten  Any  politician 

   watching 

 

chaos   afflicts   The 

 lives   of   the 

   American people 

 

progress  being reversed with 

 no regard  a   sacrifice   

for   humiliation    

 

a  red 

 disaster choked  the 

  helpless to   take control 

 

and  threatens 

 our  nation 

 

The   People 

 will   reform  the 

   media  rigged  by 

 the puppet determined to  

   crush  our  VOICE 

 

politicians   agendas  lack 

 basic   decency 

   corruption  classified 

 as   accomplishment  

 

American was gunned down  by    

rhetoric  a   dangerous 

  barbarian  

 

 

 



 

Censor This Continued 

 

our   LGBT citizens  have 

 been compromised  despite  

  where they come from 

 

 

 

support  our   citizens 

 protest  the   wall 

  demand  compassion 

 

It    will   Never 

 be   a   mistake 

 

intellect  simplified  to 

 wealth   will   fail 

  American children 

 

our depleted  government  issues 

 politics  from    a 

  pulpit  

 

religious   views   censor 

 the   media   the 

  American  voice   

   and future   of 

 America   again  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Melissa “Mo” Lashbrook 

Daily Medicine and To Whom It May Concern are my response to the overwhelming 

volume of hate oozing out of media outlets over the course of the first year under the 

Trump Administration. 

 

 
Melissa Lashbrook, Daily Medicine, 2017, Mixed Media, $437.50 

Daily Medicine 

 

Daily Medicine is a meditation on personal choices made in private homes on a day to 

day basis. This mixed media work mimics a medicine cabinet stocked with glittering, 

colorful treatments. The viewer is challenged to consider diseases or deficiencies and 

how they are choosing to remedy them. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Melissa “Mo” Lashbrook 

 
Melissa Lashbrook, To Whom it May Concern, 2017, Painting and Sewing on Canvas, $1562.50 

 

To Whom It May Concern 

 

To Whom It May Concern is a large banner stating the simple message “choose love”. 

Several American flags were disassembled, dyed, and re-sewn to form the message. 

The destructive and reconstructive process represents my hopes going forward.   

It is a reminder to consider and select warmth and unselfish concern for the good of 

another. The work was created without regards for who receives it, person or 

institution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sarah Burns 

Let Freedom Ring 
 
Clearance items at Walgreen’s: 

I just couldn’t resist. 

Might find an organic hair conditioner 

I’ve wanted but couldn’t afford. 

No conditioner though, 

 

But among cookies and cream Hershey bars for 69 cents 

and red and blue star necklaces 

and a bottle of ginger pills for pregnant women 

and ugly separating colors of nail polish, 

I found a wooden block 

with burgundy burlap facade, 

navy and white text proclaiming: 

“Let Freedom Ring.” 

 

And on the back  

a hunter’s orange sticker, 

price reduced to $1.99, 

right above the stamp 

“Made in China.” 

 

And there it was, 

the embodiment of America 2017: 

a discounted declaration, 

patriotism discarded 

(like the cards in a game 

that are neither of the suit led 

nor a trump.) 

 

4th of July decor 

meant for wealthy people, 

who can afford to buy centerpieces, 

and wooden block platitudes, 

and party streamers of blinking  

red, white, and blue, 

for one day 

to be used one time 

to entertain fellow rich people 

and then tossed out the next day 

or stuck in a dusty attic box. 

Let Freedom Ring Continued 

 



“Let Freedom Ring”... 

But not if you’re a certain color 

or have pre-existing conditions, 

or if you are poor, 

or if you were born in certain countries, 

or if you were born in the wrong body; 

Your freedom will be stifled, 

muzzled, and muted. 

 

Because today a man tweeted: 

“Please be advised that the US 

government will not accept 

or allow Transgender individuals 

to serve in any capacity 

in the US military.” 

He who once posed  

with a rainbow flag; 

ironically, it wasn’t his cup of “T.”  

 

And there it is- 

“Let freedom ring” 

took up too much space, 

couldn’t be sold quick enough, 

value was reduced, 

put on the bottom of a shelf  

in the back 

to make room for school supplies. 

 

I couldn’t resist. 

$1.99 is a good price  

for decorative quotes. 

 

Maybe I shouldn’t have bought it. 

 

But now it sits on my kitchen counter 

among bananas and bills 

as a reminder that  

we must resist 

the suppression of brave beautiful lives.  

 

 

 

Michael Lindas 



 

Michael Lindas, Shoot the Moon, 2016-2017, Acrylic, Chalkboard paint, Chalk, Thead, Wooden Ring, 

Canvas Strip, $1500 

 

 

 

 

Michael Lindas 



“Shoot the Moon” attempts to examine both sides of the gun control debate that seems 

to arise after every mass shooting, including the October 1, 2017 Las Vegas shooting. 

The purpose of the artwork is not to sway the viewer to one side or the other, but an 

attempt to enlighten both sides. The country today is divided over many issues, and it 

appears that the divide is only widening, and intolerance becoming the norm. I feel the 

only way to narrow that divide on any issue, is to move toward understanding and 

tolerance of opposing viewpoints. Each side is represented in this art piece in a way 

that is non- confrontational. Whether the viewer is liberal blue or conservative red, 

hopefully they can begin to move toward one another through this image. Whether the 

viewer sees the 2nd Amendment as ‘the tie that binds our freedoms together’ or as 

‘the blindfold that keeps us from seeing’, this image should be a viewed as a mirror 

into the conversation about the gun control issue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mitchell McClenney 



 

Mitchell McClenney, F U Trump, 2017, Acrylic, $225 

 

Mitchell McClenney 



My artwork takes a different view of objects, and places, we see in everyday life via 

current events, life experiences, and my own meandering thoughts. In my work, I 

represent the American landscape, ideals, familiar places, and people that are part of 

our culture over the last century. Having engaged themed subjects as diverse as the 

urban New York City, seaside Southern California, rural America, wine country, and 

most recently Little Rock landscapes, my work produces familiar visual signs, 

arranging them into new conceptually layered pieces.  

My arrangements are curious, inviting the viewer to move into the space and look 

around. I rely on our desires for beauty, meaning, and understanding. I use a variety of 

colorful media, and materials, for each painting, or project, and the same methodology 

is consistent. The same artistic process and use of material produces recognizable 

stylized work that I have been practicing for about 30 years. The subject matter of 

each body of work determines the scope, size, media, and materials to be used in the 

formation of the work. My art often consists of multiple works, often in a range of 

different subject matter, grouped around specific themes and meanings.  

During research and production new areas of interest arise and lead to the next body 

of work. I have found the histories of surrealism, minimalism, modernism, and 

impressionism to be useful in the rearrangement of ideas. The objects I make are 

placed in the canon of modernist art. My influences are first and foremost everything I 

see, feel and experience, but I've always loved the modern masters. The artists I most 

admire are Edward Hopper, Andy Warhol, Picasso, and Van Gogh. 

Art does afford the ability to see and express our feelings and emotions in a visual 

sense. I want people to feel what they are looking at. Something like “ I can’t believe 

what I do see, much less what I can’t.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Brianna Peterson 



 

Brianna Peterson, Me Too, 2017,  

Mixed Media: Acrylic, Watercolor, Pen, Color Pencil, and a Butterfly, $150 

 

Like most women, I have dealt with sexual assault and harassment. I have buried 

experiences so deep that I’ve questioned it’s reality. However, this artwork isn’t about 

me and my experiences. It’s about women. I was inspired by the strong voices of 

women uniting together through the Me Too Movement. This artwork symbolizes 

women’s beauty, strength, and ability to evolve despite surrounding hardships. 

Women are resilient. Women are beautiful.  

Jerry Phillips 

 



 

Jerry Phillips, After Certain Disastrous Campaigns, 2017, Graphite on Paper, $3000 

 

After Certain Disastrous Campaigns 

 

I have recently been working on a series of drawings based on historical literary 

manuscripts. In these manuscripts the authors have revised their texts with deletions 

that depict moments of creative doubt and redirection. The piece I have chosen to 

show in this exhibition, After Certain Disastrous Campaigns, is based on a poem with 

this title by Walt Whitman. The poem, written between 1862 and 1865, was originally 

given the title Answer Me, Year Of Repulses, which was also originally the poem's 

first line. After revising the title, the first line of the poem was also edited, becoming 

"Answer me, traitor!" The poem was originally written as a response to the horrors of 

the Civil War observed by Whitman. Given the political climate of the last year, this 

piece seemed appropriate to add to my collection of copied texts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adrian Quintanar 



 

Adrian Quintanar, VIVA Vase, 2017, Ceramic/High Fired Stoneware, $300 

 

The Viva pots came into existence nearly one year ago today. As a son of a Mexican 

Immigrant, I found myself facing many difficult emotions the day the people of the 

United States of America elected Donald Trump to be our 45th president. I was in 

disbelief, angry and scared. There were so many unknowns on the horizon regarding 

immigration, our relationship with our Mexican neighbors with talk of “the wall” and 

what felt like an uproar of racial and gender discrimination.  

It was at the peak of my emotional distress that I made the decision to use my pottery 

as a vehicle to gain stability within. The message is simple and is intended to reflect 

my protest against fear. VIVA! Forever and always. 

 

Adrian Quintanar 



 

Adrian Quintanar, VIVA Pots, 2017, Ceramic/High Fired Stoneware, $300 

 

 

 

 

Laura Raborn 



 

Laura Raborn, Natural Selection 4, 2017, Acrylic Paint, Gel Medium, and Collage on Paper, $850 

During the weeks before the Nov. 8th Presidential election, I found myself retreating 

to the studio for longer hours than usual. Instead of figurative oil paintings, I was 

compelled to create small collages referencing Donald Trump quotes. Before, during, 

and since the campaign, Trump has made hateful, racist, dishonest, divisive and 

inciteful statements. These comments are not “fake news” or skewed by “liberal 

media.” They come from direct interviews and his Twitter account. Through art 

making, I am seeking a way to respond to a world leader who not only gets away with 

saying lewd, inflammatory and threatening remarks, but in some circles, is supported 

for his comments. 

  

I examine the words, arrange them, cut them, image transfer them, collage them, paint 

over them, sand them and combine them with imagery in an effort to shake our 

collective brain into action. I realize there will probably be no action inspired by my 

artwork; it is more likely that I make this art simply to quell my own anxiety about the 

future of our nation and about the world in which my daughter’s will live. Covering 

his words with feminine imagery and the natural world – as seen in this exhibit - 

represents my newfound source of hope: the future of our country will be female and 

the natural world will overtake this disease that is rotting the core of our current 

government. 

Laura Raborn 



 

Laura Raborn, Natural Selection 5, 2017, Acrylic Paint, Gel Medium, and Collage on Paper, $850 

Tom Richard 



 

Tom Richard, Danger, Danger: Bette, Staphylococcus, Trump Troll, Jacks, 2017, Acrylic, Watercolor, 

Gesso, Color Pencil, and Marker on Paper, $3000 

 

Tom Richard 



My recent mixed media pieces address issues of history, history making, and identity. 

The work combines images of childhood toys (superhero dolls, army guys, jacks, 

super balls, peeps, etc), and images of “danger” (explosions, lightening, 

organizational theory diagrams, bacteria, viruses, targets, and screaming celebrities), 

with images of art historical references. 

Often the art historical references are concrete. At other times the references are 

vague. For example, the piece in this show utilizes spontaneous drips and splatters 

that reference the processes and color choices of abstract expressionism overlaid with 

imagery made with precise neoclassical line while containing a baroque sensibility of 

ambiguity or mystery. 

My intent is to combine grand themes from art with the sometimes playful, sometimes 

scary, sometimes perplexing impulses that form individual and communal experiences 

of identity and history. 

While my work rarely has overt political implications, I did take the liberty to alter the 

Troll hair color to reference our current president. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suzannah Shreckhise 



 

Suzannah Schreckhise, Plyability I, 2017, Wood, Screws and Acrylic Paint, NFS 

Plyability 

 

This sculpture is significant to the Trump administration in terms of all of the 

misogyny, sexual abuse, dissolving of programs that benefit marginalized groups of 

society, and use of violent language that Trump has forced me to watch and dodge. 

Regardless of whatever gets thrown at me, I will not break or dissolve, but go through 

this administration and become more aware of myself and others assaulted around me. 

I will stand tall and adjust in ways that his negative energy goes around, under, over, 

beside, but never through me, or my spirit. 

 

Plyability 

 

Break me? I Bend 

Split me? I stand Straight 

Push me? I Balance 

Pull me? I stay Together 

Tear me? I Mend 

Suzannah Shreckhise 

 



 

 

She’s Breaking The Monolith 

 

Women have come together and 

supported each other and 

marginalized groups of society. I 

think there is evidence that the 

president has brought out in to the 

open what other men think and act 

on behind closed doors. By Trump 

being blatantly sexist, abusive, and 

misogynistic in social media, 

television and newspapers, he is 

bringing the behavior of abusive 

men out in the open, and women 

are speaking out about how wrong 

it is, and that we won't accept this 

behavior anymore. People are 

breaking down the system that 

white men have dominated. People 

are coming together at a grassroots 

level and speaking out, organizing, 

and making positive changes. 

 

 

 
Susannah Schreckhise, She’s Breaking the Monolith, 2017,  
                            Wood, Acrylic, and Nails, NFS 
 

"Breaking the monolith" is a term used by computer programmers  when they are 

breaking a system down into many smaller, more manageable domains. I see women 

and others doing this to the system of white traditional men in places of power. The 

white sculpture is in many pieces, and is phallic in shape. The pieces are being 

rearranged and put into beautiful shapes and softening. The white tower in in a state of 

decomposition and falling into a beautiful alternative. "Shes" used in plural form 

because there are many women standing strong, rejecting the white men's self-

appointed power. 

 

 

 Dominique Simmons and Karen Hayes 

  



 

Dominique Simmons, Poem by Karen Hayes, Do Not Fall Back, Do Not Fall Back, 2017, Acrylic, $2000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dominique Simmons  

 



Do Not Fall Back, Do Not Fall Back is a collaboration between North Little Rock poet Karen 

Hayes and myself. Karen and I met last fall at an artists’ workshop and immediately connected 

experientially, emotionally, and aesthetically. 

 

The painting (originally titled The 35
th

 Parallel) was started in 2016 as a response to the global 

conflagration, especially the Syrian civil war. The invitation to participate in ONE YEAR 

DOWN, and the one year mark for this administration refocused the work to reflect the 

desperation I have been feeling about the ominous direction our country is taking on 

immigration, civil rights, foreign policy, and the protection of the environment. 

 

When I gave the work to Karen, I could tell that she immediately got it. It was particularly 

impressed with her reaction to the birdhouse in the lower right-hand corner of the painting. She 

saw it as a symbol of innocence and vulnerability, and her words guided me in the placement of 

the text. 

 

Dominique Simmons 

January 2018 

 

Karen Hayes 

 

When I met Dominique Simmons, her art insisted I get to know her. As new collaborators, we 

are eager to learn what our connection will birth. The poem was written as a direct response to 

Dominique’s piece, and was informed by William Butler Yeats’ poem The Second Coming. His 

poem was written in the chaotic aftermath of  World War I, as the world spun apart. Our world 

spins today, but I am full of hope. My poem (mere anarchy) is a call to witness, to choose, to 

refuse to fall back into indifference. 

 

(mere anarchy) 

   after The Second Coming 

      by William Butler Yeats 

 

bear witness to 

the Slouching Beast 

be not a witless member 

of the feckless fold 

you are among the few 

allowed to choose 

to honor innocence 

do not fall back 

do not fall back  

into the stone sleep 

 

Karen Hayes 

January 2018  

Dominique Simmons  
 



 

Dominique Simmons, ES COMPLICADO EXPLICAR, 2003, Acrylic on Paper, $2000 

 

 

 

Seth Pennington 



On My Notebooks Full of News  

I keep coming back to these  

pages of notes, which really are witnesses,  

each of them, to these small hates, these  

large hates happening to people  

I love and to people like me  

or to people different  

from me, to people,  

and I become fixed on this,  

the news pressing so hard it doesn’t 

even matter what the hate is anymore.  

Only that it is hate. I steam with my own  

 

hush. It’s gorgeous outside and I’ve forgotten  

to water the mums; they are  

fading from gold to less- 

gold. My arms are sore from the gym, ringing  

racquets. My knees ache  

in the early cold when I run  

the dogs, and this morning I realized  

I was pulling them— 

 how often a thing is opposite  

from what we expect  

 

it is. A librarian later, at  

a writer’s conference, is selling me  

her book she hasn’t written, about  

wearing a hijab since 2005,  

an experiment in quiet. I half-listen  

to her because she is white,  

because I am not afraid of what she is 

 appropriating, but I am afraid  

of her appropriation: the story she erases  

in her telling. 

 

 It is raining; boughs  

are touching or almost touching  

the ground—it’s the way I see her  

kindness, the way it reaches, how  

it longs like we all long where we don’t belong. 

 

 

 

Jeannie Fowler Rodriguez Stone 

 



 
Jeannie Fowler Rodriquez Stone, No Room in America, 2016, Oil on Linen, $695 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeannie Fowler Rodriguez Stone 



There is festering intolerance in this land that has been fanned by the Trump Ad-ministration and 

casts a long shadow over those who are considered as others. I remem-ber the poem I learned as 

a young adult written by Martin Niemöller, a Lutheran minister imprisoned for opposing Hitler’s 

regime. 

First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out - 

Because I was not a Socialist. 

Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak out - 

Because I was not a trade unionist. 

Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out - 

Because I was not a Jew. 

Then they came for me - and there was no one left to speak for me. 

For me, an Arkansan with Puerto Rican roots and the mother of a transgender deaf child, I bear 

witness to the harm cause by this tribal thinking. 

A window is a great metaphor for boundaries. This window didn’t contain glass or blinds or 

shutters before the introduction of the barbed wire; it was completely open to let in the light. The 

wire, however, acts as a barrier to that light, still filtering the light, but also illuminating an 

iconic image of the Christ child. With the barrier, those outside and inside spaces become the 

dominant theme, and the barbed wire creates a liminal space that runs between. The low 

orientation of the infant puts us on the same plane. 

A torrent of questions arise: If we are with Jesus, then who is on the outside? If we are basking in 

the light, who are the light bearers? Where is the dark, exactly, and who is in the dark? How do 

we get out? How do they get in? Perhaps Jesus is the one who tears down the borders, not only 

between Jews and Gentiles, but between us and them. To fol-low Jesus, then, means to abolish 

the concept of “otherness.” 

For Puerto Ricans, this dichotomy of us and them has been particularly poignant in the aftermath 

of one of the worst natural disasters they have faced. Hurricane Maria raked across the island, 

totally eradicating the infrastructure and trapping residents with impass-ible roads, unsanitary 

water, and no electrical power. President Trump succeeded in de-humanizing the people and 

even lambasted their reluctance to help themselves. The truth of the matter, of course, is that 

since 1898 the United States has controlled the colony, so Puerto Ricans lack the autonomy 

necessary to help themselves. Literally, Puerto Rico has no power. To elaborate, I have been 

keeping up with five of my mother’s first cousins on the island. None of them live in rural areas. 

They are between the ages of 73 and 86. The first one to receive electrical power was Marta who 

lives in a San Juan suburb - the week before Christmas. Hurricane Maria hit the island on 

September 20. From where I stand, they are not the ones struggling in the dark. 

 

 

S. Joseph Thomason 



 

S. Joseph Thomason, LOOK THE OTHER WAY, 2017, Print, NFS 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

S Joseph Thomason Artist Obscura 
born little rock 1945 

I have always called it Dada 

but there were accusations of Conceptualism 
Being an Artist means I do not have to explain what I do 

but 

I put odd things in my order, and I tell stories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dan Thornhill 



 

Dan Thornhill, Make America Great Again, 2017, Acrylic and Oil Bar on Canvas, $250 

This painting is loosely in the style of Jean-Michel Basquiat, who achieved fame as an 

informal graffiti artist who wrote enigmatic epigrams during the 70s and 80s.  The 

purpose of my painting is to attack the racism and arrogance relative to President 

Trump and the GOP.  Many of these statements give a transparent look into the heart 

of this president, such as “the beauty of me is that I’m rich”.   One of the campaign 

pledges that Trump made was to drain the swamp in D.C. – instead he brought his 

own swamp to D.C.  Some of the statements are my own views of this president.  He 

is narcissistic, xenophobic, and has a large retile brain.  The GOP (Grand Old Pricks) 

logo has been decimated by their own bigotries The black background represents the 

sense of depression that many have felt since the election.   I think of this painting as 

my nasty painting, because I do not hold back my anger against the administration 

.  In my opinion the only way to make America again is to impeach Trump. 

Zachary Crow 

 



But, Not Yet 
 

The three and a half year old  

shows me the bush  

outside the house. 

 

Says, this one  

grows flowers,  

but not yet. 

And, I want it to be  

more a metaphor than it is. 

Want to believe in resurrection, 

but somewhere last night —  

eleven o’clock or so,  

I gave up hope in  

“well meaning” white folk.  

 

I’d let the hope crawl  

back up my thought 

after swallowing it years ago, 

which is to say — my hope — 

whatever is left — rests with 

the three and a half year old  

on the front porch. 

 

A few nights ago,  

he debated the existence  

of monsters with his brother. 

 

I watch the first five minutes 

of Trump’s acceptance speech 

and mourn the world  

into which these children enter —  

which is to say  

that Donald rests beneath  

the floor boards of a house  

they had no hand in building. 

 

After arriving to work, 

his mother posts a picture of  

the snails he began to search for  

on the heels of my departure, 

and I know my hands  

must not lay idle. 

There are snails 

waiting under rocks 

still unturned,  

which is to say,  

I’ve pledged my  

allegiance to a different  

kind of knocking —  

There are so many slugs 

and rollie poliies 

hiding under rocks. 

I suppose, those  

childhood songs  

and candles under bushels  

taught me something. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Prinn Vandegrift 

 
 Prinn Vandegrift, Politics – Two Faced, 2014, Sculptural Mixed Media, $300 

 

My art always focuses on the positive, even within the bleak landscape of politics. I 

sculpted this piece of clay, titled 'Politics', to put a humorous spin on the otherwise 

heartbreaking reality of our current political situation. 

 

This sculpture is two-sided and two-faced. The two sides represent the two primary 

ideologies/parties in American politics. President Trump has represented himself from 

both of those sides over the years. The two faces represent the ease with which the 

politician changes narratives to satisfy his particular audience or advance his agenda 

(or ego). 

 

The features of the two faces are exaggerated, as are the expressions, words and 

actions of Donald Trump. Depending on your point of view, they could be interpreted 

as fresh and honest, comical and disingenuous, or grotesque and even a bit scary. 

 

As a resident of the Quapaw neighborhood, I have watched this gallery come together 

from start to finish and have walked thru the building at various stages of 

development. I am honored and excited to be part of this first exhibit. 

 



Jo Lynne Varner 

 

Jo Lynne Varner, PerSISTER, 2017, Watercolor and Ink, $75 

 

Right after Elizabeth Warren persisted on the floor of the senate, the concept of this 

piece came into my head.  Originally it was just her, finger raised, persisting.  Next 

came the U.S. Capitol, shaded in the color of money, with dollar signs surrounding the 

outside of the dome, an exterior reflective of the interior.  Then came the slightly off-

kilter Supreme Court building in the background, the foundation of which is 

shifting.  In the midst of all the greed and social injustices too numerous to name, we 

have Elizabeth Warren and others NOT staying silent.  Not giving up without a 

fight…Not letting the decisions and policies of the current president and his minions 

define who we are as a country.   

 



Susan Elder

 

1 

The cabinet positions are bought. 

What fresh hell hath today wrought? 

Robotic folks scold 

“Believe what you’re told.” 

It’s all even worse than I thought. 

 

3 

So who knew of those Russian hacks? 

We’ve been given “alternate facts.” 

“It’s a trust thing,” they cry.  

But it’s simply a lie.  

It’s honesty our leader lacks. 

 

4 

When he doesn’t like something it’s “fake.” 

I’m not sure how much more I can take.  

Watching all this delusion 

sends me into seclusion. 

I keep hoping that I’m not awake. 

 

5 

I fear that he truly believes 

the alternate facts he conceives. 

Since his “landslide” election 

when he spies his reflection 

it’s George Clooney’s face that he sees. 

 

6 

It probably was a mistake 

to believe the muck that Fox rakes. 

Seems terror in Sweden 

was a bit misleadin’. 

No wonder he thinks news is fake. 

 

7 

It’s no longer okay to be meek 

if it’s freedom of press that you seek. 

We need to join forces 

or the logical course is 

we’ll all be unable to speak. 

 

 

 

8 

The president has come to decide 

that healthcare is hard to provide. 

When he asks "who knew?" 

It's "everybody but you!" 

Could this be what will turn the tide? 

 

9 

He must think it’s all a big game 

requiring mere fortune and fame. 

When something goes wrong 

it’s his same old song.  

He just finds somebody to blame.  

 

10 

His base thought the speech was sublime.  

But it’s only a matter of time 

till promises made 

will begin to fade.  

And we'll hear of a new Russian crime. 

 

11 

The questioning has been persistent. 

“Ties to Russia are non-existent.” 

Jeff’s undisclosed Sessions 

leave unanswered questions.  

There’s just nothing that has been 

consistent. 

 

12 

“ There’s nothing to see here,”  they say. 

We hear it most every day. 

No need to ask why,  

since rules don’t apply  

when you do it the Trumpian way.   

 

13 

Ever since the November election 

he’s been tweeting his skills of deflection. 

A brilliant tactician? 

Or a street magician  

who’s hoping we won’t make the 

connection. 



Susan Elder Poetry Continued 

 

 

14 

The tweeter in chief has now shown 

that he lives in a world of his own. 

With his charges kinetic 

he sounds so pathetic 

that even his faithful may groan. 

 

15 

We’re clearly in uncharted ground.  

His paranoid theories abound.  

Says Barack is like Nixon!? 

I think we’re all fixin’ 

to agree that his mind is unsound. 

 

16 

I’m not in the mood to be witty. 

What’s going on is not pretty. 

I’m obsessed with the news 

but it gives me the blues. 

Maybe someday I’ll write a new ditty. 

 

17 

Many things that really do matter 

get lost in the healthcare clatter. 

When it comes to the cost 

the middle gets lost 

and the rich guys’ wallets get fatter. 

 

18 

Often wrong, but never in doubt. 

He says “It’s not fair” with a pout. 

By concocting wild claims 

and changing rules of the game 

he’s a twelve year old boy lashing out. 

 

19 

Separation of powers is key 

to the country we aim to be. 

His passion for grudges 

and disdain for our judges 

Is squeezing the pride out of me. 

 

 

 

 

 

21 

Every day is beyond belief. 

There just seems to be no relief. 

It’s gonna take years 

of anger and fears 

to go through the stages of grief. 

  

22 

Except for his golf game, he's lazy. 

When it comes to details, he's hazy. 

But when searching for blame 

he's mastered the game. 

Not bad, for a guy who's plumb crazy. 

 

24 

I wish this were just a bad dream. 

The scandal is picking up steam. 

To Russia with love 

tiny hand in glove, 

I’m afraid he’s on the wrong team. 

 

25 

The Russians are clapping with glee 

with all the disruption they see. 

This outright deception 

defies my perception. 

This can’t be who we want to be. 

 

26       7/10/17 

The Trump team is unable to focus 

on the Russian connections to POTUS.  

When with friends of Vlad 

their memory goes bad.  

Did they think that we wouldn’t notice? 

 

27 

Thanks to our commander in chief,  

there’s finally some comic relief 

with the ouster of Mooch,  

the hyperactive pooch, 

who won’t even need to debrief. 

 



Tommy Wallace 

2017 involved me taking more photos of people than I ever have before, like this one 

of Phil Fletcher at the end of the year. When asked if I was participating in the "One 

Year Down" exhibit, I politely declined. Then I thought about what Phil does "One 

Year Down" in any administration. His photo and his quote reflect my thought of 

what responsible citizens do regardless of the political climate: Serve in the best way 

that they can to care for the needs of other citizens and make a difference where they 

live. That has long been my philosophy as an artist and a citizen of this country. My 

art is not something I use to benefit me or solely to bring me pleasure. I enjoy my 

photographs and what I do with them. In addition, I use my art to engage with those 

around me. When that happens, my hope is that I become a better person because of 

my interaction with them and that they will benefit from their involvement with me. 

Art and my photography gives me that opportunity. 

 

 
 

Tommy Wallace, I Stand on a Mountain Lamenting, 2017, Photograph, $100 

 



Tommy Wallace 

I Stand on a Mountain Lamenting 

 

Phil Fletcher stands in the Oakwood Trailer Park where he began reaching out to the 

hurting and forgotten of Conway, Arkansas. In a decade of ministry, City of Hope 

Outreach (CoHO) has been established to meet the needs of this community and many 

other locations throughout Conway. Phil is an outspoken advocate in this city while at 

the same time actively providing real solutions for education with after school CoHO 

Academies in three neighborhoods. He also addresses homelessness and joblessness 

with the Hope Home for Men and Ten Jobs. Plans are now being made for Hope 

Village: A Small Home Community.  

 

One year after ANY administration is in office you will find him doing what he 

always does: Meeting the needs of hurting people. The line on the portrait is from a 

recent post by Phil. 

 

I stand on a mountain lamenting donkeys and elephants intent on consuming the land. 

Trampling the rose bush and urinating in once refreshing lakes, 

Beauty is becoming a distant memory and nourishment is being poisoned. 

I stand on a mountain lamenting donkeys and elephants intent on consuming the land. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Markeith Woods 

My work is an inspired narrative of life where people demonstrate love, respect, 

compassion, agony, oppositions, confidence, and death. I am a perceptual artist. 

Through observation, I aim to re-create my personal experiences by using symbols, 

words, images and emotions that are familiar. 

When faced with life's challenges and confronting pain it drives out the imperfection 

that we face such as oppression, health disparities, and social issues, unemployment, 

and other issues. These emotions are an inspiration for my work. I paint the faces in 

my artwork red, yellow, and orange to show a strong will that has been built up over 

the course of time. Time is the only thing the figures in my work can’t change but 

they can change themselves also the things around them in the right moment in life. 

The lines in the skin tones reminds me of my grandmother that time is important to 

take advantage of time and not let life stop us from confronting our destiny. It is only 

at this point my subjects have an opportunity to find their identity also one's talent or 

gifts. These qualities are illustrated by clouds, dark, cool colors, and vibrant colors to 

create a conceptual approach in my paintings. Mostly, I use primary colors to express 

the raw emotions and the struggles that my subjects encounter, which makes them 

strong. 

Recently, my attention is focused on the eyes. Currently, I am experimenting with the 

garments, crowns, and composition to draw my viewer’s eyes close to the sitter's 

character. By doing so, I can identify with their experiences and goals to dramatize 

their state of mind in a new and abstract way. 

I paint family members, friends, famous people, and strangers. From this, it gives me 

a sense of awareness and adds a personal dimension to my work. I paint because it 

moves me spiritually. Painting is a sense of worship to me and transports me to a 

place of peace. Faith has motivated my work. Painting allows me to express myself 

fully. Painting is my therapy and salvation 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Markeith Woods 

 

Markeith Woods, Focused, 2014, Acrylic, $1200 

 

Markeith Woods, Trust, 2017, Acrylic, NFS 



Carol Young 

 

Carol Young, ZIA #1, 2017, Pen and Ink on Paper, $75 

I recently started practicing the art form, Zentangle, as a form of relaxation during this 

very stressful political climate. All original tangles have names, so for this project I 

chose ones with names such as, Man-O-Man, Vertigogh, Paradox, Logjam and 

Zinger. I hope viewers will find other symbolism woven into this piece. 



Zachary Crow 

I Loved You Once 
 

I need you to know I loved you once.  

 

I remember the night we met. 

You walked in wearing red, white, and blue 

talking about people’s inalienable rights and you —  

took my breath away! 

 

But, America — something  

seems to have changed, and I think we need to talk.  

We need to — define the relationship.  

I’m thinking maybe we need a little space. 

 

You see, it’s true. 

Your politicians and your advertisers do 

always seem to know just what to say  

to make folks want to love you, but America, 

I think we have a few — irreconcilable differences. 

 

You see, I’ve always been a lover — never a fighter —  
You’ve got a real mean anger streak. 

You’re always picking on folks smaller than you, 

always getting into scrapes,  

and when a problem comes your way, 

you always seem to have a drone  

or an atom bomb handy. 

 

When we moved into the new house, 

you took it upon yourself to kill the neighbor’s buffalo! 

There are missing posters up all around the neighborhood,  

and if I had to guess,  

I’d say you probably know something  

about that Cherokee couple  

who used to live around the corner,  

or that African man with all the scars on his back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I Loved You Once continued 
 

It never seems to be enough for you. 

You’re always wanting more and more. 

These shopping sprees of yours have really got to stop.  

The bank accounts are empty. 

The credit cards are maxed out,   

and that money under the mattress? 

Well, that’s for emergencies only! 

The kids are struggling to pay the rent. 

Poverty is at an all-time high. And, you?  

Well, you’re cutting checks for corporate bailouts  

and billion dollar stadiums. 

 

America — we just don’t quite see eye to eye anymore.  

The spark is gone, and your affinity for capitalism’s  

not quite as attractive as it used to be. 

 

I’m starting to believe that maybe  

you have some trust issues.  

You’ve tapped my phones,  

and your gal pal the NSA’s  

listening to my private conversations. 

Now, I was willing to ignore the security cameras,  

and I looked the other way  

when you installed the security lights,  

but this security state of yours  

is getting out of control. I guess,  

it just kind of snuck up on me. 

 

I do want you to know that I loved you once,  

and I’d like to think that maybe,  

one day we could be friends again,  

but in the meantime, America,  

you’ve got a lot of fucking work to do. 

 


